Dear Sponsor to Be:

This year, Students Supporting Brain Tumor Research is proudly celebrating its milestone 21st anniversary, and it is our pleasure to
personally extend an invitation to you to play a vital role in our truly amazing growth and success. We would be honored to have you
join us in our efforts by lending your desperately needed help in financially supporting our upcoming 2022 Cure-a-thon.
In the United States alone, a staggering 700,000 individuals are currently struggling with their brain tumors, and as many as 170,000
new cases will be diagnosed within the next year. This disease has now displaced leukemia to become the number one cause of cancer
deaths among students.
As a result of your involvement and monetary backing, SSBTR will continue to encourage the individual research centers we fund to
work together, pooling and comparing their information to find a solution to this complex problem. We are finally getting closer!!
At our signature event in February 2022 along with other smaller scale, year-round fundraiser and awareness events throughout Arizona,
we expect 3,000 participants from over 100 schools in Maricopa County and beyond. Since we began, we have raised in total, well over
$3.5 million, which has gone directly toward brain tumor research at leading institutions that depend on us in large part, to help them
continue with their critically important, cutting edge research.
SSBTR is all about creating future leaders and team players among our young people by providing them the unique opportunity to act
as principal players in a grand scale non-profit, stimulating their interest in philanthropy and selfless giving, connecting with and supporting
their friends and classmates who are currently in the process of fighting brain tumors and often struggling for their lives, and ultimately
finding that cure through research. The contribution you make is the essential key which will enable us to reach that goal! Please visit
our website at www.ssbtr.org.
We would gratefully welcome any donation amount whatsoever. We have a 501(c)(3) status and all contributions are tax-deductible if
you qualify. Our tax ID# is 20-034-5903.
On behalf of our dedicated students, adult advisory board, and all of those afflicted young people, we thank you for being an integral part
of our SSBTR “Family” as we conquer this disease together.

Yours truly,

SSBTR Committee Member

